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Introduction
Gaming Floor Live (GFL) has revolutionised 
table gaming by offering a truly server-based 
gaming platform that has previously only been 
available with electronic gaming systems. With 
GFL there is only one server that provides the 
central administration of the system.

GFL Modules

GFL Optimisation
Provides accurate real-time data to enable 
key operational decisions to be made instantly.

GFL Bonusing
A floor-wide progressive and game bonusing 
system for use on any live table game.

GFL Media
A media and display system where content 
can be altered, scheduled and configured 
from a central point and sent to any display 
connected to the platform.

GFL Gaming
Play live casino tables through a fixed or 
portable terminal from any licensed area  
in the casino. 

GFL Interface
Offers integration with third-party  
products and systems. 

For more information on the GFL platform 
and modules, visit gamingfloorlive.com
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Introduction

With a range of highly flexible and configurable modules 
that include Optimisation, Bonusing, Gaming and Media, 
the single server provides an interface to configure, 
monitor and report on module and game performance. 
This provides a highly secure system, as the single 
database logic is locked away with no opportunity for 
outside manipulation or interference. 

GFL’s single server modular system allows operators to 
try new modules without needing additional investment 
in infrastructure - the only additional costs being gaming 
devices (hardware) which may be required depending on 
the module chosen. This maximises initial investment and 
potentially reduces the cost of ownership. In addition, 
minimal staff training is required due to the consistent 
look and feel of the system’s user interface, meaning the 
time and cost associated with introducing new modules 
is greatly reduced.
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Reporting

Optimise

GFL Overview

Gaming Floor Live is the first 
and only platform to give casinos 
accurate real-time visibility and total 
control over their live gaming floor.

Drawing data from every aspect of the 
table, Gaming Floor Live provides the 
opportunity to connect and quantify every 
table and its devices. A constant flow of 
gaming data feeds into the system offering 
unprecedented insights into operations, 
highlighting areas and processes that can 
be improved upon in real-time.

Gaming Floor Live is a fully scalable and 
customisable system built to suit the unique budget, 
size and needs of each casino. Whether comprised 
of one or all the GFL modules, every platform design 
will provide casinos with the tools needed in order 
to optimise operations and performance. 

Room To Grow

Expanding the platform by adding new tables or purchasing an 
additional GFL module is quick and easy. All TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
products are GFL-enabled so that when you purchase the latest 
Roulette wheel, dice shaker or media display, for example, you’ll 
be able to connect it to the platform effortlessly, immediately 
gaining access to accurate data and management features.

Build Your Own Platform

Each one of GFL’s modules delivers a range of features 
and benefits that provide consistent advantages across 
the platform. The icons above highlight the added value 
GFL delivers to operators and you will find them used 
throughout this guide for easy reference.

Features and Benefits

Integration

Management Security

Revenue

The Gaming Floor Live platform has been designed to address 
the needs and requirements of the casino floor and back of house. 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY is leveraging its traditional product range and 
adding value by ensuring these products integrate with the new 
platform, allowing it to follow a consistent modular component 
structure and the same user management style.

Designed as a modular system, Gaming 
Floor Live is scalable and offers 
configurations geared towards optimising 
your casino floor’s revenue. Using a 
robust, universal open platform with newly 
developed protocols, enabled equipment 
from TCSJOHNHUXLEY and other 
manufacturers can feed important data 
into the system for analysis.

GFL Overview

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/product-category/gaming-floor-live
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/product-category/gaming-floor-live
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/product-category/gaming-floor-live
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With GFL Optimisation each table can be 
analysed in real-time, displaying the duration of 
each recorded game process and how it compares 
to the relevant optimal duration. It’s now possible 
to see the number of players, the amounts 
wagered, games-per-hour and drop, for example, 
to see how best to optimise the gaming floor and 
increase revenues.

The power of GFL becomes really evident when 
multiple products and modules are connected 
together providing operators with data that 
clearly illustrates how the gaming floor is 
performing in real-time. For example, by having 
all the tables connected on the gaming floor, 
operators can select the optimum tables to 
connect to GFL Gaming terminals in a more 
flexible way. 

Optimisation

Optimisation

GFL Optimisation provides 
operators with insight into 
accurate real-time table game, 
dealer and player data.

Casinos can modify table 
limits, view live Roulette wheel 
analytics, observe dealer game 
speeds and more, highlighting 
areas and processes that can 
be improved upon instantly.

Powerful Insights

Single Game Stats including Game Duration and Spin Result

Real-Time Tracking

Pit Overview and Table Summary

Average of Last 14 Games

With GFL Optimisation, table devices such 
as Roulette wheels can be tracked to provide 
added security with real-time alerts to 
ensure the integrity of each device.

In the past, collecting table game 
data to improve operations was only 
available through manual methods and 
therefore could be wildly inaccurate. 
Using GFL Optimisation’s real-
time insights, casinos can increase 
customer engagement, optimise bet 
frequency, as well as adjust hands and 
spins-per-hour, which will in turn help 
to optimise revenue. 

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-optimisation
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-optimisation
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With the addition of Roulette Wheel Analysis as part 
of the Optimisation module, operators can maintain 
their TCSJOHNHUXLEY wheels, as well as other 
manufacturers’ wheels, at peak efficiency. 

By having complete visibility of a wheel’s performance, 
any bias is quickly highlighted to ensure the operator is 
made aware before there’s a problem. A wheel bias may 
arise due to incorrect installation, inaccurate levelling, 
sub-optimal cleaning operations, table movement or 
fraudulent wheel manipulation, as well as general wear 
and tear.

Roulette Wheel Analysis allows operators to assign 
wheels to tables and collect data in the background, which 
allows them to generate concise and detailed reports to 
monitor a wheel’s integrity in real-time. These reports 
provide easy-to-read diagrams that illustrate acceptable 
and unacceptable levels of performance and bias. If an 
untoward bias is detected, detailed reports provide drop 
zone information, number of spins and date ranges. 

With TCSJONHUXLEY’s range of Saturn™ Roulette 
Wheels, operators can access even more detailed 
analysis due to the built-in patented Drop Zone 
Detection and Inclinometer. For more information on 
the Saturn™ and Saturn™ Auto Wheels, please visit 
tcsjohnhuxley.com 

Roulette Wheel Analysis

Delivers real-time 
reports and alerts

Identify trends and 
performance enhancers 

Manage table limits and paytable 
displays from a central point

Highlights security risks 

Integrates with TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
products as well as others  

Roulette Wheel Analysis delivers a range of reports and 
statistics that include Drop Zone Detection, Wheel Bias 
and Pocket Frequency. The example reports shown here 
illustrate what you may see from a biased wheel.

Optimise table game 
performance

Maximise turnover and 
efficiency of tables 

Optimisation
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GFL Bonusing provides operators with the 
option to offer both mystery and event-based 
progressives jackpots. 

Event-based progressives and fixed value 
jackpots are awarded as a result of a game-
specific winning outcomes, such as a Royal Flush 
in Poker. GFL Bonusing provides operators with 
access to jackpot configurations enabling them to 
define a jackpot starting prize value or a fixed-
odds prize value based on the probability of the 
game event.

The system can also add mystery jackpots that 
use a random number generator (RNG) to select 
a participating player or multiple players as 
winners. Mystery Jackpots are an effective way 
to encourage additional player participation 
and create an air of intrigue and excitement 
throughout a casino. Operators can control the 
average value and frequency of their mystery 
jackpots. This option can be enabled or disabled 
depending on regional regulatory restrictions.

Bonusing

Adapts To Any Game

GFL Bonusing can adapt to suit any table game with a progressive 
element on the casino floor. Operators have the flexibility of 
adding it to their existing licensed games or incorporating it into 
new custom games – the possibilities are endless. 

For those looking to explore something new, TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
offers a range of unique games that are perfect companions 
for the GFL Bonusing system, such as Raise ‘Em Poker Plus and 
Power 8’s, a Baccarat variant. Further information on these 
popular side-bet games can be found at tcsjohnhuxley.com. 

GFL Bonusing

Create Floor-Wide Jackpots

Increased Player 
Excitement & Attraction 

Animated displays, bet sensors and floor-wide jackpots 
attract and excite players. Popular games are instantly 
improved with large, accessible, prize pools that drive 
more participation and ultimately revenue. 

Patented bet sensors provide colours and animations 
that are completely customisable and can be configured 
to pulsate, spin and flash in any colour or combination 

of colours. This unique feature is only available through 
GFL Bonusing by simply accessing the central system and 
changing a few configurable options. 

When a win occurs the system can trigger various eye-
catching animations. These can be configured so that bet 
sensors can mirror jackpot wins and co-ordinate media 
displays throughout the casino. 

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-bonusing
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-bonusing
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-bonusing
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Regulation-Friendly 
Game Flexibility 

The GFL Bonusing system offers a wide range of pre-
defined gaming options that can be altered to suit your 
unique casino needs. Operators can change game wagers, 
house edges, jackpot contributions, jackpot types, 
prize pool details and output triggers based on player 
preferences and demographics, all from a central point.

Mystery and/or event-based 
jackpot configurations 

Multiple jackpots can be created 
(Primary, Secondary, Tertiary etc.) 

Customisable game options: wager value, 
house edge, jackpot contribution etc. 

Further revenue potential 
for already popular games 

Locked down game options according 
to regulatory approvals (optional) 

Bespoke bet sensor colours 
and animations

Can operate with third-party displays 
(with GFL Interface module) 

Patented Bet Sensors 

Unique to GFL Bonusing, 
operators can configure 
patented bet sensors to 
pulsate, spin and animate 
in any colour, simply by 
accessing the browser-based 
GFL dashboard and changing 
a few configurable options.

The flexibility of the bonusing system allows game 
content options to be locked, in order to comply with 
local regulatory requirements. This feature maintains 
game security and integrity, while also allowing casinos 
the freedom to quickly configure all other game content. 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY offers consultations for designing 
jackpots and configuring game content.

Real-Time Reporting 

GFL Bonusing offers real-time, fixed reporting for 
insight into table and player data. Operators can 
now view information such as revenue-per-table 
(reconciliation reports), players-per-table, revenue-per-
dealer shift and payouts-per-dealer just by accessing 
their easy-to-use browser-based GFL dashboard. 

Unlimited Jackpots 

Jackpots can be configured to include as many 
event-based or mystery-based prizes as the 
operator requires. Mystery-based jackpots can also 
be shared by any games across the gaming floor.

Unlimited Winner animations can 
be designed and configured. 
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Multi Game Platform 

The GFL Gaming Module supports multiple games including Roulette 
and Baccarat which allows players to select from various live games, 
all from a single Qorex Terminal or Qorex Fixed Tablet device. Game 
graphics and layouts are consistent across all devices, making it easy 
for players to transition from terminals to tablets using the same 
unified player interface. 

Operators can choose to connect to a live table game or an automatic 
device such as the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Saturn™ Auto Wheel. Players 
enjoy the increased excitement of playing multiple tables at once 
(subject to regulatory approval), while casinos benefit from optimised 
revenue and player positions. 

GFL Gaming

The GFL Gaming module is  
an electronic gaming software 
solution that offers live table play 
across a range of Qorex touch-
screen devices. This increases 
player positions on existing 
equipment such as roulette 
tables or card tables, thus saving 
the operator resource costs.

Qorex combines the experience of 
live table gaming while delivering the 
benefits of electronic gaming, with 
more customisable game content to 
drive revenue and increased levels of 
security. The individual terminal design 
of Qorex allows operators to capitalise 
on restricted spaces or under-utilised 
licensed spaces and also appeals to 
more discreet players, such as VIPs or 
newcomers, by offering a more private 
gaming experience away from crowded 
tables and onlookers.

Maximise Play

GFL Gaming maximises live table game play across 
the casino floor. By connecting one live table to the 
platform it is possible to significantly increase the 
number of players. This not only increases table 
revenue, but also utilises existing dealer resources. 

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-gaming
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-gaming
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-gaming
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Completely Secure

All bets and cash transactions are approved by the 
server before being accepted and can be overseen 
by operators on an administration dashboard.  
GFL Gaming and Qorex devices do not store any 
critical information or determine the outcome of 
any game – the server manages all of this. GFL 
Gaming offers various crediting options based on 
the operator’s needs and is compatible with  
a number of SAS and TITO systems.

The GFL Gaming module offers real-time fixed 
reporting with insight into number of players, 
revenue, reconciliation etc. By simply accessing the 
central server, casino operators can evaluate the 
status of their games and terminal performance.  

Striking Graphics

Stunning, high definition graphics provide players 
with simple yet easy to read prompts and game 
information, with many useful features such as 
Repeat Bet, Double Bet and Remove All Bets / Last 
Bet. Easy to navigate menus enable game selection, 
game statistics and live video feed. For added impact, 
the table game background can be determined by 
the operator and selected from any colour.

Optimise revenue and 
player positions 

Increase live table game play 
across unlimited terminals 

Connects to live table games 
or automated devices 

Capitalise on restricted or 
under-utilised licensed space 

Consistent user interface 
across all devices

Unlimited Choice

Qorex Terminals are available in two sizes – the 
27” terminal is one of the industry’s widest High 
Definition gaming screens and the 23” terminal 
provides a space-saving footprint. Qorex Fixed is a 
range of tethered touch-screen devices that can be 
built into custom designed furniture or bars.

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/qorex-terminal
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/qorex-terminal
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GFL Media

GFL Media enables the delivery and 
control of casino-wide gaming content 
from one central point. From here, 
operators can also control marketing 
and promotional content as well as live 
video feeds. 

Centralised Real-Time Display Control

The GFL Media module enables real-time alteration, 
scheduling and configuration of display content from one 
central point. This not only prevents operators from having 
to manually change the content of each individual screen on 
their gaming floor, but also allows them to respond quickly 
to changing customer and casino needs. 

From immediately modifying table min/maxs to instantly 
displaying a message about the latest bar specials, operators 
can now alter display content quickly and easily in real-time. 
GFL Media is supported by TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s e-FX™ 
Display range and can also be integrated with third-party 
products with the purchase of GFL Interface.

Take advantage of GFL Media’s scheduling 
capabilities and plan your display content ahead 
of time. Schedule screen changes hourly, daily 
or on specific dates in the future and create 
playlists to auto-play particular content in a 
pre-defined order. Operators can also schedule 
display overrides or triggers, initiated by events 
such as jackpots, to swap out the regularly 
displayed content for something unique to 
that event. Each of these changes can be made 
to individual screens on the casino floor or to 
groups of screens that are specified by the user. 

Schedule Changes 
& Create Playlists

Customisation Options 

The GFL Media module allows users to select from a 
library of widgets, layouts and frames in order to create 
unique designs. Operators are also able to display a 
multitude of different file-types and streamed video 
content. This enables casinos to display an endless array 
of in-casino promotions, or feature news clippings and 
major sporting events.

User-Friendly & Secure 
Display Control

GFL Media’s browser-based admin dashboard is easy 
to use and highly secure. With drag and drop display 
creation and screen previewing capabilities, it’s simple to 
design exactly what you want. Operators can also grant 
the control of particular screens and features to defined 
user groups, ensuring that content access remains 
secure and protected.

Media

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-media
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-media
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-media
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Blaze LED surface technology available 
through the GFL Media module, is the only 
product that allows casinos to configure 
table animations on the game layout, adding 
excitement and entertainment for players. 
This patented illumination system highlights 
the game status and winning numbers, while 
increasing security on the casino floor. 

With an energy-efficient LED matrix below 
the surface of the gaming table, attraction 
sequences, all winning outcomes and dynamic 
light displays are fully customisable and 
integrate with TCSJOHNHUXLEY e-FX™ 
Displays. Casinos may choose to display 
messages and player prompts such as, “Place 
your bets” and “No more bets”, or configure 
eye-catching animations that attract and 
excite players, a feature unique to Blaze and 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY.

Currently Blaze is supported on Roulette, 
Sicbo and Money Wheel and available in two 
sizes to allow for table and game types.

Blaze LED Surface 
Technology

Multi Table Display

Configure any size LCD monitor to display high-resolution 
graphics, statistics and game results from multiple gaming 
tables across the casino floor. Using the browser-based GFL 
Media dashboard, operators can transform any ordinary LCD 
monitor into an automated live feed of summarised game data. 

Casinos may choose to display the game results of one game-
type (e.g. all Roulette tables on the floor) or various game-
types, alongside the dealer image. With visibility of results 
provided throughout the casino, players will never miss out on 
the action from their favourite games or dealers.

Automate and program changes to 
media, days, months & years ahead 

Centralised real-time control allows instant 
changes to every connected display 

Removes manual process 
for display changes 

Custom widgets, layouts, frames 
and scrolling messages 

Display various image and video file-
types, including live streaming  

Supports Blaze LED Surface 
Technology 

Compatible with third-party products 
(with GFL Interface)  

Media

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/product-category/blaze
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Connect For Even 
More Information

In order to ensure operators can access as much 
information as possible from their casino floors, 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY has built its secure platform 
with data communication.  This enables GFL to 
exchange data with third-party products and 
systems that may already exist on the gaming floor. 
Currently, products from Dallmeier, IG, Cammegh 
and Angel are able to work with the GFL platform, 
with more product lines underway. 

The Interface module enables operators to 
connect Gaming Floor Live to their existing casino 
management systems. This gives the ability to 
export data for use in loyalty or financial systems, for 
example, player turnover, duration and time at table.

GFL Interface

GFL Interface enables the unique 
server-based platform to connect 
with third-party products.  

Utilise existing products and avoid 
incurring additional hardware costs 

Export to third-party Casino Management Systems 

Pull detailed gaming data from approved third-
party products and services on the gaming floor 

The complete real-time table gaming management platform

Interface

https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-interface
https://www.tcsjohnhuxley.com/products/gfl-interface
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